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ABSTRACT 
Effective teachers communicate their exp�ctations to students and hold 
them responsible. for accompli�hing tas�s. Expectations of teachers for th�ir 
students· can greatly influenGe s.t.uqent learning. 
The purpose of the $tudy·was to examine the extent to. which pre-service 
teachers assumed responsibility for the academic success f.\nd failur�s 9f their 
students in the classroom or gymnasium. 
A total of seventy subjects (N=70) participated in the study. The subjects 
enrolled in the student teachjng program of the D�partment of Physical 
Education and Sport at the Stat� University of New York, College at Brockport. 
The Responsibility for Student Achi�vement Questionnaire was 
administered before and. after student teaching. A t-test was conduqted to find 
out whether there was any significant diffe(ence in their responses. A comparison 
of means indicate.d that females (50.44%) accepted responsibility {or student 
failure. The maJe pre-service teachers (54%) stated that the teacher sho1,Jid take 
the credit for student: success, 
The results of this study are in consonance with similar findings by 
Schempp (1985), Guske}(.(1981), Brawdy and Byra (1995), and Behets (1995) 
who concluded. that pre-service teachers must be held responsible for the 
learning ot.�tcomes of thetir students. The acceptanqe by teachers of the 
responsibility for ths academic successes or: fa,ilures of students might encourage 




In general, schools serve a number of functions ·in a society. A 
school is primarily responsible for bringing about literacy in a community 
and ertsur:ing academic success of its students. In addition to this, a 
'school is expected to provide a wide variety of opportunities for and 
enable each child as much as possible to reach his or her best potential 
(Mand, Siedentop, & Taggart, 1986). 
Schooling is geared at developing its pupils physically, mentally, 
emotionally and socially so that they can 'be useful citizens in their 
communities. Thus schooling lias been conceived by-several writers as 
having much more impact on children than merely transmitting the skills of 
"readin, writin, and 'rithmetic" (Ja�kson, 1965). An essential purpose of 
school is to bring about change in the society. The notion that schooling 
brings about change in society was reiterated by Gingrich (1985) who 
acknowledged that an optimistic future was reachable but Would require 
change in the current behavior by iAstitutions. 
An important responsibility of any teacher is-finding ways to 
contribute to the overall goals of the school. The goals of good physical 
education programs are compatible with th'e overall goals of good·schools, 
that is, helping children .to Jearn and feel positive about themselves arid 
I 
school and working cooperatively with others towards commqn purposes, 
(Davis & Thomas, 1989). 
Student achievement represents a thread in the goals of schooling 
and as such, teachers are expected to establish success-orient�d 
environments to foster achievement. With the establjshment of an 
appropriate environment in the tefJching-leamiog. process the·teacher 
employs a variety pf teachiog strategies to provide th,e students more 
experience to draw upon-when !h�y are faced with motor-oriented 
problems. If children are to solvE;;} problems in· their everyd�y lives, then the 
educational experiencas provided by the scho91 �houlp em�bte them fo 
solve their own problems. The at:?ility of the student� to orchestrate their 
experiences into active problem solving is a manifestation of le?ming 
having taken place. In the teaching-l�aming p�o�ss. the teacher is not 
only concerned that learning .does take plape, q4t is also concerned with 
what is- learned. 
learning in physical education is defined as a relatively permanent 
change in observable behavior th�t is inferr�d from p�rformance and can 
be attributed to practice and experience �ather tf:lan maturation (Davis, 
1993). Learning is said to occur when there is a permanent mqdification 
of one's behavioral· potential through experief1� {6arrow, 1983). 
According to Rink (1993), learning is commonly thought to be a relatively 
permanent change in behavior re�ulting from experience and training and 
interacting with biological processes. Since learning is not observable but 
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it can ()nly be inferred from a person's behavior or performanCe, for 
learning to take place, there must be consistent observable performance 
by the Ieamer (Rink, � 993). This consistent observable performance of the 
Ieamer is of significance to the teacher so as to enable him or her to 
constantly modify the lesson to meet the needs and performance levels of 
tha.students. This method of assessing the level of learning in the student 
may·be conducted' during or, at the end of a single activity that has been 
!aught; or it may be done at the end of a wt'lole unit. 
Where the students succeed in a given task, the teacher proceeds 
to the next stage by addir:tg 'a new dimension to the task thus making it · 
more complex than before. In a situation where feedback from the 
students signifies a difficulty in comprehending the task at hand, a 
modification of the task may be necessary to ensure student sudcess. 
Periodic evaluation of each student is necessary"because learning that 
takes place at. a lower .level may not be usable in a situation thaf demands 
a higher level of learning (Rink, 1993). 
Many·research studies (Doyle, K0.,1975; Doyle, W., 1977; Rink, 
1993; Siedentop,'1991) have provided a wealth-of information regarding 
the characteristics of effective teaching ; however, relatively few 
researchers (Guskey, 1981; Schempp, 1986) have examined the 
responsibilities pre-service tt3achers·assume for the academic·success 
and failure of pupils in physical education during student teaching. 
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Success and failure are a natural phenomenon; they occur in many 
aspects of life including the gymnasium. ln·circumstances where students 
succeed or fail to achieve a goal, they choose themselves or somebody 
else to attribute theirJailure or success., In practical life situations the 
teacher, coach, or .school is usually. culpable for the student's failure; 
nevertheless, the credit is taken by the student himself or·herself when 
success is' accomplished. When success is achieved the student 
perceives himself or herself as being able to influence the outcomes in 
academic learning (Guskey, 1981). 
The degree to which students believe they araable to influence the 
outcomes of academic and school-related situations has been an area of 
great interest to researchers (Guskey, 1.981 ). A number of previous 
studies conducted in this field have been based on the premise that 
personal beliefs of children could be essential determinants of the 
reinforcing effects of' many classroom experiences. Guskey ( 1981) gives 
credit to Crandall, Katkovsky, and P.reston for their pioneering work in 
developing and testing tbe Intellectual Achievement Responsibility 
Questionnaire ( IAR) for classroom settings. A few other studies (Cooper & 1 
Weber, 1972; Tinning & Siedentop, 1985; Schempp, 1985) contend that 
teachers who believe they have control over student learning inspire their 
students to greater academic achievements than those who perceive less 
control. 
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Statement of. the probleiJl 
Based on the intellectual Achievement Responsibility 
Qu&stionnaire, pre-servic� teachers in the Department of Physical 
Education at SUNY-Brockport were to determine the extent to which they 
influenced learning in their students. lf.these,pre-service teachers 
perceived themselves as. having a strong influence over�learnlng in their 
students, it would be appropriate. to find otJt ifthe same teachers hold 
themselves accountable for student failure in l�arning. The purpose of this. 
study therefore, was to determine the extent of pre-service teachers' 
assumption of responsibility for the academic success and failure of their 
students in the classroom or gymnasium. 
The study is also expected to address the following if!lpor:tant 
questions: 
a) What teacher. behaviors are more able to bring abou� success? 
b) What·are the differences in.pre-seP.£ice te�chers' perceptions of 
successes and f,ailures of their pupils during-student teaching? 
{i) ·DO' student teacher� assume high responsibility· for the 
successes of their pupils betore sttldent teaching? 
(ii) Do student teachers feel· less responsible for the successes of 
their pupils prior to st�;�d.eot teaching? 
(iii) During student teaching, do student teachers' perceptions of 
their responsibility for ttre successes of their pupjls change? 
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c) DoJemale student teachers assume high responsibility for the 
sucyesses of their pupils? 
d) Do male pre-service--teachers assume.more responsibility for the 
successes of their pupils than their female cbunterparts? 
According to Rink (1993) the goal of teaching is student le.arning. 
teaming can be greatly enhanced when the teacher is, able to motivate 
the students and to tran,smit accurate, appropriate information regarding 
the performance of a skill.· It is the responsibility of the teacher to provide a 
suitable environment in· the classroom to make learning .successful. 
'· 
Significance of the. study 
Achieving> success in the classroom would require the teacher to 
assume many roles. Kounin, (1 9-70) defined three aspects of a teacher in 
relationship with students as those of·instructor, manager, and person. As 
a successful instructor, the teacher is expected to create a positive, warm 
and accepting learning environment, ensuring that the needs of students 
are met 1Grossman, 1990). In consonance with tbe ideals of, Grossman,. 
this study was: important for its emphasis on a high quality of instruction 
and student achievement iA the classroom. The study was also important 
because it reminded pre-service teachers of the mutti�functions of the 
classroom1eacher �s stated by Kounin.(1970). 
The new knowledge to be derived from this study can be used by 
the "teacher certification program at the State University New York, College 
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at Brockport: It is expected to aWc;lken pre-service t�achers about their 
responsibilities towards the academic success and failure of their 
students. If these pre-service teachers are h�ld accountable for the 
performance of their students, it is expected that pre-service teachers 
would perceive themselves as being .solely responsible for successful 
learning of their students in the gymnasium, and would consequently 
approach their teaching tasks with' more seriousness. 
Finally, the study would be a source of information for teacher­
preparation personnel in Physical Education. and Sport about pre.-service 
teachers' \p�rceptions of themselves in relation to the academic successes 
and failures of their students in the classroom. Teacher-preparation 
institutions, in light of these perceptions would ther'efore be moti.vated to 
design training programs that would reflect pre-service teachers' 
responsibility for learning in their students. 
Assumptions 
Based on the theoretical formulations .. and previous: research, the 
following assumptions were derived: 
1 ·. Belief in self-responsibility constitutes a great motivational influence 
upon the classroom performance of pre-service teachers. 
2. Teachers who believe they are responsible for student success or 
failure are usually more responsive to the academic needs of their 
students. 
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3. 'Students tend to wor� more vigorously when the}li are held accountabl� 
for their owe actions. 
4. Students are less motivated when learning is teacher-centered. 
Limitations of the Study 
The number of students considered for the study was not 
representative of the population because 1he population from which the 
sample was chosen Was small. Jr.taddition to this, there was no 
randomization in selection of the -sample as the samples selected were 
those who .qualified to participate in the teacher certification program. 
Students in this category had to obtain a grade point average of 2.5 or 
better. This criterion for selection affected the number of students 
considered for the study. 
Definition. of Terms. 
For the purpose. clarity, the following definitions were assumed as 
operational for the following terms in the course of this study: 
Pre-service teachers: These are ,student - teachers who are yet to be 
employed as full time teachers. 
In-service teachers: Teachers already in the field of teaching. 
Behaviorist orientation (model): An orientation that stresses 
environmental factors playing a role in shaping behavior. 
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lnfonnation processing: Tnis refers to the internal cognitive processing 
of the learner, how the learner se'lects uses, interpret and stores. 
information� 
Cognitive.mo'del (theorists): Cognitive theorists are generally iflterested 
ih how people learn, and their ability to transfer whatfthey have learned. 
Task: This· is a set of implicit 6r explicit instructions about what a person is 
expected to do to cope successfully with a situation. 
Teacher concerns: Teachers' perceived apprehension, distress, or 
interest regarding the interrelationship of themselves and the element of 
their work environment '(Conkle, 1996). These have been classified as 
impact, self, and task phases. 
Summary 
This chapter provided,some brief background informatron about the 
study. i\lsO stated were the significance of the study, assumptions, 
limitations and definition' of terms: It identified the main purpose of the 
study and the research focus. It is hoped that the new kttowledge to be 
d�rived from this study would awaken pre-service teachers to their 
responsibilities towards promoting positive learning outcomes of the 
students they teach. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF l:.ITERATURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of literature on 
the responsibility pre-service teachers assume for: the academic success 
and failure of their students in .the gymnasium. Specifically, this chapter 
reviews: (a) Functions of the teacher, (b) Teacher behavior and student 
achievement, (c) Teacher concerns. The chapter.closes with a brief 
summary. 
Functions of the Teacher 
The future of ,every nation depends on the amount of time and 
resources jnvested in education. For general education to be meaningful, 
ther.e has to, be maximum cooperation among pupils, teachers and 
parents, The role of the pre-service teacher is no exception in the search 
for academic success of students. Of the various roles played by the 
teacher, some roles may contribute directly to lesson objectives while 
others may not (Rink, 1 993) One role that contributes to student success 
is the teacher's ability to establish an environment which is conducive to 
learning. On the playing field or in the gymnasium the teacher must 
maintain safety by keeping away unwanted material that may cause injury 
to students. 
Another function of the teacher·is that otdeveloping!and presenting 
tasks tq learners. It has been proposed that the teacher can achieve a 
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high rate of academic learning time if he or she makes expectations clear, 
concrete and attainable. (Rink, 1 993). Other functions played by ttie 
.teacher include observing student performance' and providing feedback to 
leamersf In time of injury, the teacher may �ssume the role of a nurse. On 
the whole, ·the teacher is a supervisor in the classroom setting. 
Teacher behavior and sludent achfeveinent 
There is a groWirtg concerR about responsibility for students' 
academic performances irrinstitutions of learning. ihis concern has 
necessitated the need for teacher preparation colle'ges)universities to 
prepars efficient teachers to salvage the present situation. Some studies 
.by Davis and�Thomas (1 989), Schempp ( 1 986Y, Gusfhart and Sprigings 
(1 989), Masser ( 1 987), arid Pa'rker ( 1 989) have'beerr.condueted to elicit 
teaching behavioli of teachers in relatidn'l6 student learning. Another 
group of researchers' (Martinek, 1 991 ;  Crowe, rylartinek, & Rejeski, 1 982; 
Tinning, 1 983: Kneer, 1 986: Docheff, 1 987) postulated that students 
achieve more when teacHers believe 'they can actiieve and found a 
relationship between stuaent achievement and teacher expectations for 
achievement. Since 1 970, sevetar· researchers have estabfished 
significant relationships between teaching and learning processes and 
achievement outcomes on products. 
In trying to find out about teachers' perception� of successful 
teaching, Brawdy and Byra (1 995) discovered that most teachers 
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oxerwhelmingly defined, success in terms.of their.own behaviors, others' 
reactions or administrative concerns. In & similar study, Ti11ning and 
Siede�ntqp1(1 985) founq that most classroqm teachers project the student 
a� the primary sources of success perceptio.ns. 
The behavior of �he. teacher in the .gymnasium can influence the 
performance of the student. A student will be wil l ing .to attempt a ski l l  when 
a teacher is more encour�ging than hostil�. It is the�efqre necessary for 
the teacher to maint�in a favorable environment i,n the gymnasium to 
enabl� etudents perform well. Some categories of teacher .behavior 
include answering questions, as�ng questions, g iving ans\/Vers, g iv.ing 
d.irections, initiating, Jist�ning, officiating, setting expectations and 
participation. The rest of the effective pedagogical behaviors the tffacher is 
, ,  
expected to exhibit are observation, encouragement, giving feedback, 
management, instruction, modelinQ, and guidance. During observation the 
teacher generally watches tha students or individuals engaged in arw 
cat@Qory of �tud�nt behavior. 
SJ,Jperyisiqn is an ifTlportant asp�ct of teaching, and i� frequently 
used by teach�rs to check off-t�sk behaviors in stud�nts, It also seems to 
t 
enable th� !eacher find out the performance levels of the students. 
Teacher Concerns 
Placek (1 983), Griffey {1 991 ), and Gusthart and Sprigi�gs {1 989) 
defined "teacher con�m$" in relation tQ teachers perceived apprehension, 
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distress, or interest regarding the interrelationship of themselves and the 
elements of their work environment. '"fhey conceptualized the three stages 
of concern as self, task, and impact. In the s'elf -stage, leel ings of one's 
self-actequacy, how others perceive one's teaching, arid survival in the 
tt3aching ecology are described. The task aspect of teachers' 'concerns 
encompasses one's·feelings of now the various teaching duties to be 
performed will be achieved at the work site. The impact stage deals with 
empathetic feel ings for students and how well instruction affeCts their 
achievement and performance. In the Classroom situation, teachers are 
ultimately concerned with achievement and learning and their primary 
focus is on tasks that maintain student involvement. 
In an earl ier study, Schempp (1 985) noticed that pre-service 
teachers seem to focus on student compliance and enjoyment when 
·assessing their teaching. Other studies by Conkle ( 1 996) and' Graham 
• 
(1992) revealed that impact concerns were greater than task concerns, 
and that task concerns were greater than self-Concerns. According to 
Conkle (1 996), pre-service teachers are' more preoccupied with task 
concerns while in-service teachers and veteran teachers are concerned 
with the impact they have on their students. 
In the same study, Conkle ( 1 996) indicated that teachers had very 
strong· concerns for their students, and they wanted the students to 
receive instruction. The teachers \Nere also concerned about guiding the 
students towards a sound emotional and intellectual state of being as well 
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as beingt>hysically �ovnd.· T�aptlers in. overloaded class�s shovved 
concern about meeting the needs qf diverse student�. SirJce students 
possess different characteristics, teachers showed strong concern for 
assisting unmotivated students to per{orm and achieve to their ful lest. An 
additional concern expres�ed by teachers for their students was 
di�nosing student-learning prol;>l�rns . 
. An essential attribute of an effective teacher is ihe ability tq instruct 
well. Thi� is consistent with the findings of Boggess, G,riffey and McBriqe 
(1985).on the concerns Qf pre-s�rvice teachers about how effectively the 
pre-seryice teachers can teach, .or how much control they have over 
stud.ant learning. 
Successful teaching can be affected by differeppes in children. 
Prima� age .children differ greatly in ll)Otor ski l ls. As a.,result of these 
differences, pre-service teachers h�ve to make a sp�cial effort tn meet 
individual needs by working to jmprove the chilqren' s concept anc; 
promote self-direction, allow students to progress at their own rate while 
learning psychomotor ski l ls, and promote helping, caring behavior during 
the physical education class. Placek (1 983) using a critical incident 
technique examined the success and nonsuccess conceptions of non­
graduate Physical Education majors. Student enjoyment, student learning, 
and student participation were the categories identified as indicators of 
success. Nonsuccess was attributed to problems beyond the teacher's 
control .  Schempp ( 1986) elicited responses from pre-service teachers 
indicating that progress towards better teaching was defined as successful 
teacher-planned lessons witfl socil:llly-.appropriate class response. 
Summary 
There is the need for teachers .to assume many roles in the 
teaching -leaning situation. A teacher is responsible for setting up and 
maintaining a conducive environment for learning. For learning to take 
place, the learner must have the baslc prerequisites needed to perform a 
particular motor skil l .  Thus maturation is�important in learning motor 
activities. Teachers can encourage their students to achieve high goals if 
these teachers set high, realistic and attainable goals. 
Teachers expr�ss some concerns ·about learning. These concerns 
are classified as self, task, and impact. Experiencecf and veteran teachers 
are usually' concerned with the impact aspect of teacher concerns. Pre­
service te�chers are concerned with student compliance and enjoyment. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS AND P�OCEQURES 
The purpose of this sttJdy was to determine. the responsibility pre­
.service teachers assume for· the academic success and fai lure of their 
swdents in the gymnasium. 
Selection of Subjects 
The subject� (N=70) selectedJor the study were students enrolled 
in the practicum or student teaching at SUNY - Brockport. 
Table 1 .  
Gender and Status of Physical Education Majors in SUNY -Brockport 
GENDER NATIVE TRANSFER TOTAL 
FEMALE 8 1 1  1 9  
MALE 1 4  37 51 
TOTAL 22 48 70 
All subjects for the study were physical education majors whose 
qual ification for enrollment in the student teaching program are based on 
all of the following criteria: a) the student must have a cumulative grade 
point average (GPA) of 2:5 or better in all the three required components, 
namely tha major, the professional core� and the perfonnance courses, b) 
in addition to these prerequisites, the student must st:low satisfactory 
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completion of all components of. the Brockport Health-Related Fitness 
Test, c) potential pre-service teachers are expected to have demonstrated 
a level 'Of personal and social maturity that would justify their inclosion in 
student teaching, d) apart from.the academic prerequisite;> in course work, 
readiness to enraJI in·the student teaching program can be determined by 
the student's.satisfactory performance in both· secondary and elementary 
field teaching experience. 
Nineleen of tbe students were females, and 51 were males. The 
average age of the group was 24.years, and its grade point average was 
three p6int zero (3.00). The first phase of the administration of the 
questionnaire was done before tt'le studer:�ts-started student teaching. 
After a period of fourteen weeks� the second questionnaire (posttest) was 
administered to the pre-service taachers. 
Of the 70 students who participated in the study, 19 of them were 
females (8 native; am:f 11 transfer students). There were a total of 51 
males, 1·4.of whom were native and 37 were transfer students from other 
institutions. In all there were 22 native stuQents and 48 transfer students. 
Selection. bf Instrument 
In this study, a modified version of the Responsibility for Student 
.Achievement .was employed to determine the extent to which pre -service 
teachers.assumed responsibility for academic successes and failures in 
their students. The Responsibility for Student Achievement Questionnaire 
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(RSA) attempts to measure beliefs in internal versus external 
responsibility. There is a similarJtlt betv.teen ·the RSA and the Intellectual 
Achievement Responsibility questionnaire (IAR) in tbat the former aimed 
at assessing teachers' beliefs in responsibilit�exclusiv.ely in academic 
achievement and school- related situations (Guskey, 1981.). According to 
Guskey (19B1·)'the-RSA scale was developed so that in additioo1o tha 
total interest-in self-:responsibility score, separate sub-sedres are obtained 
for beliefs in internal responsibility. for classroom successes (R+ score) 
and for classroom failures (R- score}. 
The:.responsibility for student achievement scale" for teachers, ·in 
this cont�Xt, ,for pre-service teachers, is composed of 30 alternative 
weightihg items. Each .item describes either a positive or-negative student 
achievement experience that routinely occurs in·classroom life .. This 'Stem 
was followed by one alt�rnativ&, which stated that the pre-service teacher 
caused the event, ·and another stated that the event opcurred because of 
factors outside of the teach'er's�immediate control. The respondents vvere 
asked to assign a.percentage.to each response numbered (a)·or (b). The 
sum of the percentages in (a) and (b) should be equal to 100%. For 
example, if a student performed well in class the pre-service teacher might 
assign 60% to the student's.o\M'l ability, and 40% to.the assistance offered 
by the teacher. In question 1 of the questionnaire, the response would· be 
stated as R1 (40%) and ST.1 {60%). R.1 represents the score for the 
teacher and ST. 1· { 40%) for the student. 
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Administration ·onnstrument 
The instrument, the Responsibility for Student Achievement 
Questionnaire (RSA), was administered to students enrolled in the 
teachers' certification program in the State University of New York, 
·college at Brockport. As a prerequisite for the program, these students 
had to obtain a grade point average (GPA) of at least 2.5 to participate in 
the program. Prior to proceeding on student -teacliing, all the students 
were gathered in one lecture room where the instrument was expfained to 
them before they responded to the questionnaire. The questionnaite was 
then completed and returned to the instructor. 
The post-test was administered· after the students returned from a 
fourteen-week student teaching practice in various districts in New York 
State. In either case the pre-test and post-test contained the same test 
items. 'this second test was necessary to establish any significant 
changes in opinion between the pre-test and post-test results. Since 
students were to assign only two parts of a percentage the sum ot which 
would be 1 00%, any score more than two parts of a percentage for a 
particular question was treated as null and void. The two sets of test 
scores, pre-test and postfest was be analyzed by classification based on 
grade point average (high GPA as opposed to low GPA}, gender (males 
versus females), native students vis:..a-vis transfer students. The term 
"native students" referred to students who started the program at SUNY, 
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College at .Brockport. Similarly, �ransfer students were thqsa.students who 
' 
mQv� into SVNY Broqkport.from other ,colleges. 
For the·purpose of this study, the researcher arbitrarily set a grade 
point av�rage pf 2.01 to 2.-80 to constitute th� !ow GPA Qroup. A second 
group with GPA of 2.e1 to 3.20 was con�idered as average.sJudents1 
while the high GPA cateQory applied to studer'!.ts who oqtained a GPA of 
3.21 and,abov�. tn terms of glassification by GPJ\ •. try.e study excf�ded the 
responses of students in the average class and concentrate� on a 
. � ' 
comparison between fr!e low and. hi9h GPf\ groups;. The mean and , 
standard deviation scores for each variable were determined based on the 
number of respondents to that variable. fn addition to this, a t-test was 
performed for both the pre-test and posttest for each variable. 
Summary 
The study aimed at determining the extent to which pre-service 
teachers assumed responsibility for the academic successes and failures 
of their students in the physical education gymnasium. The subjects 
(N=70) selected for this study were students who had enrolled in the 
practicum or student teaching program in SUNY Brockport, and who had a 
grade point average of 2.5 or better. 
The instrument employed in the study was the Responsibility for 
Student Achievement Questionnaire (RSA). This instrument was 
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developed to elicit total interest in self-responsibi l ity and beliefs in int�rnal 
" . 
responsibi l ity for classroom successes (R+) and fai lures (R-). 
A pretest and posttest were administered to the subjects before and 
after student teaching. The questionnaire consisted o(30 items; the 
respondents were to determine a 'percentage for the R+ and R- scores, 
the sum of the figures assigned to each question should add up to 1 00%. 
The scores were analyzed according to the following variables: gender 
(male, female), and grade point average, that is, low and high grade point 
average. The mean, standard dev
.
iation, and the number of respondents 
for each variable were calculated. 
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�HAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this stl:JdY was to find out the responsibilities pre-
service teachers ,assumed for the academic successes and failures of 
, 
their students i'1 the gymna!�um. The chapter ha$ been di�ided into three 
sections under the fol�owing
_ 
captions: a) pres�ntation of data, b) Anatysis 
and discussion of dat?, and, c) summary . 
. Presentati.Qn of Data 
! .. 
.The data were.coll�cted u�ing the Student Aphievement 
Questionnaire. The �uestionnaire was distributed in tvvo stag�s to Physical 
Education majors (N=70) in the teachers' certification program at the State 
Universi�y of. New York, Colly;9e a� Brockport. 
The results of items on the questioonair� have been pres�nted on 
the b�sis of gender and grade po,int avera�e (lovy and high� Under 
gender, the students have v,ritten each item on the questionnaire followed 
by analysis of the responses. The analysis in this first part of the chapter 
was arrived at by comparing the means of the total scores at the pretest 
and posttest for both females and males. The items of the Responsibility 
for Student Achievement questionnaire have been presented in the order 
in which tney appeared on the test instrument. F.ollowing each research 
question are the responses from the subjects and a brief discussion of the 
data obtained. It was realized that this approach wquld enl)ance a better 
understanding of each concept under investigation. A hplistic portrayal of 
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the phenomenon under investigation 'NOUid be done in the summary as 
part of the deductive process. 
Analysis and Discussion of Data 
Group data analysis 
1. If a student does 'Nell in your class. 'NOuld it probably be: (a) 
because that student had natural ability to do well. or (b) because of the 
encouragement you offered? 
Nineteen female pre-service teachers responded to this question. 
The mean of the pretest for the group in terms of the alternate statement 
(Factor A) was 43. 95 while that of the second factor (Factor B) was 56.05. 
The posttest mean for the first and second factors (A and B) of the same 
question was 46.84 and 53.15 respectively. There was an increase of 2.89 
in the mean score of Factor A (R-l By inspecting the mean score of the 
Factor B (R+) in the pre-test and posttest it wasconcluded that the female 
Fig. 1: Student success as function of natural ability and teacher encouragement 
Femai&-Male Teachers 
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respondents favored the view that, .when .a .student performed well in class 
it Vf9S'because of the eo�ouragement from the teactier.(Factor 8). 
The male respondents in the pretest obtained ·a mean score of 
45.83 for the alternate response (Factor A). Factor 8 (R+Jactor) 
accounted for a mean· of 53.23 of the ·total score. The: posttest score of· 
54.86 for. Factor 8, an increase of 1.63, confirmed the belief of the male 
pre-service teachers that the. teacher's encouragement was necessary in 
order for. a student to do welt in the gymnasium or classroom. 
2. When your class is having trouble understanding something you 
taught. is it usually, (a) because you did not explain it very clearly. or (b) 
because your students are just slow in understanding difficult tasks and 
concepts? 
I 
Majority of the female respondents (mean =71.53) aQfeed that the 
teacher was to be responsible if the class had difficulty in 'understanding 
what was taught; the Factor 8 (R+ factor) obtained a me�n score of 28.47. 
The result changed slightly after the students returned from studeflt 
teaching. The mean score on Factor A (that is, failure of the teacher to 
explain clearly) or R- factor decreased from a pre-test score of 71.53 to a 
posttest score of 61.32; however, there was an increase in the mean 
score of Factor 8 (R+ factor) from 28.47 to 38.68. 
The male respondents attributed failure ofthe class-to understand 
difficult tasks or concepts to inability of the teacher to explain clearly 
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(mean score= 73.69). However, the posttest mean of 64.89 seemed to 
suggest that some of the pre-service teachers also blamed the pupils to 
some extent for not understanding difficult tasks and concepts. Despite 
this, both males and females subjects unanimously agreed that the 
teacher's explanation played a vital role in influencing the understanding 
of the class. 
The chart below shows the perceptions of the pre-service teachers 
when the class had trouble understanding what had been taught: 
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3. When most of your students do well on a test. is it more l ikely to be (a) 
because the test was very easy. or (b) because you let them know what 
you expected? 
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The pretest results for both male and female groups showed some 
consistency. Those who believed that the students did well on the test 
because it was easy (R- factor) had a mean score of 2 1.89. In the 
posttest, the same group obtained a mean score of 25.3 1%. The rest of 
the students (Mean = 78. 1 1%) attributed this success on the test to the 
Factor B, which stated that the teacher made the pupils aware of his or 
her expectations (R+ factor). The posttest result remained nearly the same 
(mean= 73.2 1 %) in favor of the R+ factor (because you let them know 
what was expected). From these results, the researcher observed that 
there was no significant change in opinion of both groups in the pre-test 
and posttest on Factor B. 
Fig. 3: Student success and 
teacher emphasis 










4. When your class can not remember something you said or 
demonstrated just moments before. is it usually (a) because you did not 
stress the points strong enough. or (b) because some students just don't 
pay attention? 
The female pre-service teachers attributed the problem to some 
students not paying attention (R+ factor). The mean for Factor A (R-
factor) was 56.32. In the posttest this notion was supported by more of the 
respondents as the mean score increased from 56.32 % to 61.58%. 
The results also indicated a slight increase in the beliefs about the 
pupils' inability to remember what their teacher demonstrated minutes 
ago. The respondents interpreted this behavior as lack of attention on the 






Student success and teacher 
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Figure 4. Teacher emphasis and student success 
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There was a marked change in opinion in the pre-;test and posttest 
results for the male respondents. In the pre-test, the mala pre-service 
teachers (mean= 57.29%) agreed that if pupils did not remember 
something either said or demonstrated just moments ago, it was because 
the classroom teacher did not .stress the points strongly enough (R-
factor). Tt.lis view changed after the respondents were exposed to student 
teaching. A mean score of 53.67% was .obtained· in favor of.the Factor B 
Whtch stated that if. the students 'couldn't remember something 
demonstrated or said moments ago by the teather, tt-ten the students 
were not paying attention (R+ factor). 
5. Suppose your cooperating teacher or uoiversity supervisor says you 
are doing a fine job. is it likely to happen (a) because vou liave been 
successful with most' of the students. or (b) because your cooperating 
teacher and the university teacher say that sort of thing,to motivate 
student teachers? 
., . 
Both groups agreed in the pretest and posttest that if their 
cooperating teacher or university teacher remarked that they were doing a 
fine job, it was because they were successful with their students (R+). 
Seventy six percent (mean =76.05%) of the female respondents endorsed 
the R+ factor in the pretest as accounting for the statement by the 
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cooperating teacher and the university supervisor. The alternate factor 
(Factor B) attained a mean of 2 1.95. During the posttest, the R+ factor 
statement increased in mean to 85.79%. It would seem evident that the 
exposure to student teaching greatly influenced their response as this can 
be seen in the mean differential. 
The pre-test mean of the males for the R+ factor statement (Factor 
A) was 79.7 1%; the alternate statement (Factor B) had a mean of 20.29%. 
In the posttest, there was a slight decreas� in the mean score of the 
alternate factor (R- factor) while a slight increase occurred in the mean of 
the R+ factor. An examination of the means revealed that both male and 
female pre-service teachers would more readily accept the R+ factor as a 
compliment to their successful achievements with the students. 
Rg. 5: Sb.dert teacher su:cess as a 
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6. Suppose you are particularlY successful With one class. would· it 
probably happen: (a) because you helped them overcome their learning 
difficulties. or (b) becau§e these.students usually do well in school? 
There was no significant difference in the pre-test and pdsttest 
responses of the female pre-service teactiers. rn the pre-test a mean 
seore of 59:74% in support of the notion tharthe teacher was successful 
because he helped the class to overcome its leafhing difficulties (R+ 
factor) was obtained. Ther rest of the females (Mean = 40.!26%) said the 
teacher was successful because the students usually.dia well  in school 
(R- factor). 
The male respondents, l ike their female counterparts, accepted 'that 
success with a class in this context, could mainly be attributed td the effort 
of the teacher in helping the students overcome tHeir learning aifficulties. 
However, during the pre-test their perception Was modified after 'they were 
exposed to student teaching. The mean score for the Factor A in the pre­
test for the males was 55.67% and 44.33% for the Factor B. In the 
posttest, there was a slight decr.ease to 54.90% in the mean·of R+ factor. 
On the other hand, the mean ·for the R- factor increased to 45.1 0%. In 
either case, the changes were insignificant to have any serious effect on 
the results. Thus, both groups endorsed the notion that teachers would be 
considered as successful with classes if there were evidence that they had 
helped the students to overcome their learning difficulties. 
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7. If your students learrr a skil l  quickly. is it: (a) bacause you �re 
successfut in encouraging their lear.ning efforts1 or (b) bee13use "(bur 
students were basically intell igent or -skillfu1? 
The mean scores of the females for Factors A and 8 in the pre-test 
were 62.63 and 3 7 .37% respectively. The respbndents bel ieved that if 
students lear.ned a skil l  quickly, this was because the teacher encouraged 
the learning efforts of the students (R+ factor). They maintained this\'iew 
even in the posttest with·an increased in meart score from 62.63 to 
72.78 %. The mean score for the male pre-service teachers in the pFe-test 
was close: while the Factor A (R+ factor) had a mean of 57·.22%, the 
mean of Factor 8 (R- factor) was 42.78%. AA incr'ease in the· mean score 
for the R+ factor from 57.22 to 64.7:3 %  indicafed that ther-e was·a:positive 
change in attitude about who should take the credit when students ·learned 
a skil l  quickly. The results showed that the teacher assumed responsibil ity 
for �tudent success .in learning new skil ls. 
8 .  Jf your cooperating teacher· and supervisor suggests you change your 
class procedures. is.it more l ikely: (a) because of his/her personal ideas 
about teaching methodology. or (b) because your students haven't been 
doing well? 
The female students could not arrive af a specific reason for ,the 
question as indicated by the results. In the pre-test, the mean scores of 
the ·first and second factors (Factors A & B) were 50.53 and 49.47 %,  
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respectively. The female. subjects appeared to have-changed)heir mind as 
they switched from an·R·· factor cboice .in Jav.or of the R+ factor response. 
A mean score of·49.4% and 58.52% was recorded for Factor A (R+ factor) 
and Factor B (R- factor), respectively. 1he same.subjects considered both 
statements as equally weighted, and so could rrot decide which of the two 
factor.s was mol"e important. 
The result of the. male respondents was average. Mean scores of 
46.72 and 53.28% were, obtained in the pre-test for Factors A and B 
respectively. In the posttest, 47.53% of the students concluded that the 
cooperating teacher and supervisor suggested a chang�·jn claaa 
procedures because of his/her personal ideas about teaching 
metho9ology (R+ facto�). The r.e.st (Mean = 52.47%), b.elieved the 
��ggestio_n vya� a result of the students' inabi1ity to do well (R- factor). 
9. When a large percent of students in your class are doing poorly. does 
it usually happen: (a) because they have done poorly before and don't 
real ly try. or (b) because you haven't had the time to give them all the help 
they need? 
An examination of the responses from the female pre-service 
teachers showed they favored the R+ factor (Factor A), which states that 
the students had performed poorly before· and did not try really hard 
enough. The pre-test mean for Factor A (R+ factor) was 43.42%. The 
mean score of 56.58 % for the R- factor (Factor B) was the choice of the 
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group. In the posttest 58% otrespondents attributed·the problem of 
students' poor performance to failure of the students to study hard (R+ 
factor). The male students consistently blamed poor performance by the 
students on the teacher's inabi lity t9 provide students with all the help they 
needed {R- f�ctor). With a m��n_ �qore of 58.02 % for thE:tFactor 8 in the 
pr��test and 50.40% in the.posttes!, the male pre-service teachers held 
the teacher responsible for students' failure. However, the decrease in the 
posttest 01ean score, seemed to indicate that the respondents did not ooly 
put the blame entirely on the teacher; .. but also thought that the students 
sho�ld take responsibil ity for their own failures as vvell as successes. 
1 0. When your students seem to learn something easilY. is it usually (a) 
becat:Jse they were-already· interested i n  it. or (b) because you have 
helped them organize the elements of the task? 
Both groups favored Factor 8 (because the teacher helped to 
organize the elements,of the task). In  the pre-test the,.females obtained a 
mean score of 50.56% for the second factor (R+ factor); and 54.47� in 
the posttest on the same factor. The sl ight increase in mean score could 
be attributed to the practical experiences obtained by subjects during the 
student teaching practicum where they realized that learning is facil itated 
when the environment is well prepared by the teacher. The male subjects 
had pre-test and posttest mean scor.es of 45.96% andA2.62% 
respectively in favor of the R- factor. In theposttest, the group had a mean 
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sc.or:e oft54.04 and 5l.38% for the•R+ factor�(because you helped them 
organize the elements of the task). 
1 1 . When students·in your class forget something that you explained 
before. is it Cal because most students forget new skil ls and concepts 
guickly. or·(b) because you··didn't get them actively involved in. learning the 
skil l? 
Before the pre-service teache'rs engaged ih student teaching, tne 
answer of the female subjects to this. question (mean score :; 54.74%) was 
that pupils would forget something if.the teacher did not involve.them in  
learning the skiii.(R- factor). Following the �tudent teaching program, the 
females changed their choice to R+ factor (because most students forget 
new .skills anc:1 concepts quick..ly) . Th� meaos of tbe male stu.dents in both 
pre-t�st �nd P..P�ttest (56.08� and 50.71 %) showed a preference for the 
R- factor (Faetor B). M�an scores of·43.92 and 49.21 %  were obt(1ined for 
!he- R+· factor (most students forget new skills and concepts quickly). The 
male subjects disagreed with their femal�counterparts on this issue. 
12.  When you fin<2 it hard to get a lesson across ta particular students. is it 
(a) because you have not insisted on their learning in' earlier lessons. or 
(b l because they are just slow in .understanding and learning? 
The mean scores for the pre-test in the female subjects' responses 
to this question were 52.1 1 and 47.89% for Factors A and 8 respectively. 
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They agreed thatit was difficult to get a les.son across to a class because 
the teacher did not insist on their learning in  earl ier lessons(R+ factor). In 
the posttest, the female subjects chose Factor: 8 .(because they are just 
slow in understanding and learning) as responsible for the difficulty in 
getting the lesson across to th'e students. the mean score for this 
statement (R+ factor) was 51 .58%. This decision was probably influenced 
by the exposure of the female respondents to student teaching.  The male 
respondents, in the pre.test and posttest, chose the R- factor as being 
completely. responsible for the teacher having problems in getting less.ons 
acr.oss to particular students. The mean :scores for this factor were ,51 .45 
and 52. 1 6% in·the pre�test and posttest respectively. 
13. Suppose you present a new skil l  or idea to 'lOur students and most of 
I 
them remember it. is it l ikely to be (a) because you reviewed and re-
eXplained the difficult parts. or (b) they were interested in 'it before you 
explained? 
The females·were consistent in-accepiing F.actor A (R+ factor) a$ 
being accountable for studentS""..being abla to remember a new·skil l .  The 
mean scores for Factors A and 8 were 65 and 35% respectively. In  the 
posttest the. mean score of Factor A (R+ factor) increased to 69.74% while 
the score of Factor 8 (R .. factor) dropped to 30.26. T.he female pre-service 
teachers contended that if most of·the students in a class remembered a 
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skil l  it was. because the teacher reviewed and re--explained the d ifficult 
parts of it (R+ factor). 
The results of the male students were similar,to their female 
counterparts. A pre-test mean score of 63.41 ,was obtained in favor of the 
R+ factor as opposed tQ 35.60% obtained by the female-&ubjects. In the 
posttest subjects stil l  maintained their view although with a slight decrease 
in score for the R- factor (Mean = 62.85%): Although the male subjects 
agreed that for students to remember a ski l l  the teacher had to review and 
re-explain the difficult parts, they did however also acknowledge the fact 
that the pupils must have _some a_mount of int�rest in  the ski l l ·before they 
could ref!lemt:>.�r it vyell. 
1 4. When your students do poorly on a test. is it Ial because they did not 
really expect to do well. or (b) because vou did not insist they prepare 
adequately? 
In the pre-test the females attributed the .poor performance on the 
test to inaqequate insistence on their preparation for the test (R- factor). 
This factor obtained a mean score of 53.47%. During the posttest the 
female snbjects (Mean.=: 57 . 1·� %) attributed the poor performance of 
students in a test to the students' low expectation of themselves to do well 
(R+ factor). One of the scores was cancelled because the respondent 
presented factors not related to the options on the questionnaire. 
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In the pre-t�st • .  a mean scor� o.t:�1 .86% was recorded for .the male 
r:espondent$ in favorJ;>f the R- factor; Q.vt ·in the posttest their choice 
favored the R+ fa.ctor. Thus, in their contention, students did not perform 
well in class because they had ,a low expectation of themselves� This 
factor obtained a mean score of 52.98%. Both female' and male 
respondents admitted that students, and not the teacher, ·should ·be 
responsible for their own fai lure in learning in the classroom or 
gymnasium. 
1 5. When parents commend you on your work. as a student teacher, is it 
usually (a) because you have made a special effort with their child. or (b) 
because their child is generally a good student? 
The mean scores were consistent in both the pre-test and posttest. 
Tbe fe.male sQbjects observed .that parents would commend a teacher 
be((ause he/she had made a special effort with their chi ld. Their mean 
scores for both the pre-test and posttest were 7.J.42 and 81 .05% 
respectively. The male subjects had mean scores of 75.05'and 75.97% in 
the pre-test and posttest respectively for the R+ factor (Factor A). IFstil l  
remains however that·a significant number of respondents believed that 
some parents commend student teachers .on their hard work usually on 
the basis of Factor A., 
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1 6  .. ·Jf a child does not do well in your class. would it probably be (a) 
because he did not work very har'd. or (b) because you did not provide the 
proper, motivation for her? 
In both tpe pre-:test_ and posttest, the female r�sp9a.qents indicated 
that ·for a child not to do well in_ class it meant that chi ld did noh work very 
harp (F�ctor A). The mean scores for the_pre-test and po�t!�st op the 
same factor were 59.47 and 68.79,% respectively. Failure of the teacher to 
provide the proper motivation for the student (Factor'S) accounted for 
44.62 and 37.04% in the pre-test and posttest respectively. As witl1 similar 
items, the pre-service teachers again apportioned more blame to the 
students fbt their own fai lure to perform well in class. 
1 7. Suppose you do not have as much success as usual with a particular 
class. would it -be (a) because you did not plan as carefal ly as usual. or 
(b) because these students·just·had less abil ity than others? 
�s·ob�erved in the female subjects' pre-test mean of 64.74%, it 
was obvious that fai lure with a particular class by any student teacher can 
be attributed to lack of careful planning .on the part of the teacher (R­
factor). Following their exposure to the student teaching program, this 
category of subjects changed their decision in favor of Factor B (R+ factor) 
in their posttest response .. The posttest mean for Factor A (R- factor) was 
55.26%. The pre-test and posttest results for the male category of 
subjects indicated that nonsuccess with a particular class could only be 
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attributed to insufficient or less careful planning by the teacher (R- factor) 
The mean scores for this first factor in the pre-test and posttest in this 
category were 57.57% and 51 .20% respectively. 
1 8  .. If one of your studeflt� say. "Ya know. you're a pretty good teacher." is 
it probably (a) because you make learning interesting for that student. or 
" ... .. "" . 
(b) because students generally try to get on a teacher's good side? 
"' li .. 
Most of the subjects a9reed that in most cases students who found 
lesson�. interesting and obtained good. grades were susceptible-to 
accepting the, teacher. The R+ factor (Factor A) received an average high' 
percentage rating (Mean = 78.2%) in the pre-test as wel l  as in  the posttest 
(Mean ::;: 80.38%) from both groups ofsubjects 
1 9. Suppose you find that many students are eager to be in  your class. 
\ 
Do you think this would happen (a) because most students feet you have h 
a nice personality, or (b) because you have encouraged most of your 
4 • 
students to learn well? 
Many students would be eager to join a class in  which the teacher 
encouraged them to learn well (R+ factor). This observation had the 
support of the female pre-service teachers as evidenced in both their pre­
test and posttest scores. The mean scores-for this R+ factor was 57.89 
and 60.Q6% on the two occasions. The personal ity of the teacher (R-
factor), .though an important attdbute, was regarded as far less important 
in the classroom situation. ln·Qoth pre-test and posttest results the male 
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category of respondents obtained the same scores as the female 
category. 
20. Suppose you are trying to help a student solve·a' particular problem 
but she is having great difficulty with it. would that happen a) because you 
may not be explaining and/or demonstrating it her IE:we[ or b) because·she 
is not used to being helped by adults. 
The twO· groups of. responoerits expressed the opinion that a 
teacher who had difficulty helping the student understand a concept would 
not be explaining or-demonstrating it appropriately to her level {R� factor)� 
The female subjects obtained mean scores of 66.58 and 64.7 4% while 
their male counterparts obtained 66.35 and 67.47% for' this factor in the 
pre-test and posttest respectively. They did acknoWledge the presence of 
a few students who felt a l ittle uncomfortable in 1he presence of adults as 
a result of their upbringing and therefore, have difficulty seeking help from 
their teachers. 
21 . When you find 'it easy to get a lesson-across fa a class. is it (a). 
because you couid get most of the students to participate in the lesson. or 
(b) because the lesson was an easy one to teach? 
Maximum participation was the factor to�take into consideration 
when getting a lesson across to a class (R+ factor}. Most respondents 
e><Pressed this view before and after the student teaching experience. The 
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mean scores for the female subjects in the pre-test and posttest were 
66.59 and 64.74% respectively. The male subjects, on the other hand, 
obtained al11;1ost similar result� .by, returning mean scores of 66.35 and 
67.47% in both the pre-test and posttest respectively. 
22. When a student in your class· remembers something you talked about 
.. .. . . ... ,.... .. -� , j; i 
weeks before, is it usually {a) because some students have the potential 
to remember things well. or (b) because you made the task interesting for 
that student? 
.... ,. ,..t i i 
Both gro4ps observed that �tudents tendad to remember tasks that 
- -
were made interesting in the learning process (R+ factor). In  the pre-test 
and posttest, the mea11 .scores for the female categorY. 9f re,spondents, for 
this test item. \;V9re 67J�9 and q9.-68% whil� the male category had mean 
scores of 72.95 an9 7 1 . 1 0% in favor of the R+ factor (Factor. B) 
23. I f  you are·wo�ing with a student who can not remember a skil l  or 
concept and he suddenly, gets .it. �s that likely to happen (a). because you 
. . . 
gave him regular feedback on each learning step, or (b) because he 
( -.. .. II' 
usually works on something until he gets it? 
Majorit:sc of the student teachers chose Factor A, because they gave 
,regular feedback to their st_!Js:Jents ,on each. r�arning step (R+ factor). In the 
pre-test, the mean score of the female category of ,�ubjects for Factor A 
(R+ factor) was 71 .05%. This score increased to 76.05% in the posttest. 
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The male category of subjectS obtained a mean score of 71 .54% in the 
pre-test ana 72.46% in the posttest for the R+·factor. From the result 
above, it was observed tnat the mean differential between the pre-test and 
posttest scores was greater for the femals category than the male one 
showing a positive influence of the student teaching program on the 
change iri preferences of some of the-subjects. 
24. Wlien you are havind a hard time getting your students interested in 
the lesson. is it usually {a) because you· didn't have the time·to plan the 
presentation well. or {b) because your-students a(e;general ly hard to 
motivate? 
Both factors were giving almost equal ratings. The male category of 
subjects hardly changed their opinion even after the student teaching 
practicu� although the pre-test and posttest means 'Of 51 .22% and 
52. 78�'for the R- factor (Factor A) snowed their wi l l ingness to accept 
responsibi l i(y for the problem created. The female subjects posted a 
slightly higher percentage score for Factor A (Mean = 54.81 & 55. 1 2% in 
the pre-test ar.1d posttest respectively). 
25. If you were to discover mosl of the students in your class doing very 
well. would it probably be {a) because their parents were supporting the 
school's effort. or {b) because you had been able to motivate them to work 
hard? 
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Seventy. percent of the female-resJ?onses in tne pre-test indicated 
that the teacher's motiwiltion was the major factor r�sPQnsible for the 
students' academic improvement (R+ factor). Prob�bly as a result of the 
experiences obtained during st4dent teaching the significaot increase in 
the mectn scqre pf the R+ factor (FactQr B) of this test item from 70.0 to 
78.05% indicates the significant role played by motivation in the learning 
process. The influ�nce of the parents in the accomplishment of their 
chi ldren do�� not resipe mer�ly in the support they give to sustain the 
school's effort (R- factor). This factor obtained a relatively low mean score 
of 30.0 and 2t95% in the pre-test and posttest respectively. 
The mate �ubjects obtained mean scores .of 71 .89 and 74.55% in 
the pre-test and posttest in favor of Factor.B. The R· factor (Factor A) 
obtained low mean se,ores of 28. 1 1  and 25.45% on poth occasions. This 
' . 
suggests that although, parental assistance is important in the edu�tion of 
the chi ld, it is the teacher'� motivation that can influence the student to 
work very hard. 
26. On those days when you are depressed about teaching. is it (a) 
because learning is a difficult activity for many students. or (b) because 
you just 'N9re not able to motivate students to work as hard as they 
should? 
Both groups chose Factor B as the more appropriate answer to the 
question. The female category of respondents obtained mean scores of 
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66.58 and 55.0% in the pre-test and posttest respectively. The mean 
score for the rnale category in the pre-test· was 63.9.1 %. In the posttest the 
score decreased slightly to 62.34%. The t'NO groups agreed that they vvere 
sometimes depressed about teaching because they were not able to 
motivate. their students to learn as hard as they should (R- factor). 
Analysis by GPA categories 
This aspect of the study was examined in terms of the grade point 
av�rage obtained by the student teachers who constituted the subjects of 
the study (Table 2). For the purpose of this study, the low grade point 
average group cpnsiste� of all grades ranging from 2.26 to 2.80. A grade 
point average of 3.21 and above constituted the high grade.point average 
(high GPA). Students who obtained a;grade ROint aven;lge petween:2.81 
and 3.20 vvere considered as the intact group. The GPA of this intact 
group was not compared with any other group. 
The low grade point average group- (N=17) consisted of t'NO 
females and 1 5  males. In  the high grade point average group, there were 
a total of 1 9  students: five females and 1 4  males. The intermediate-group 
(N=34) consisted of 12  females and 22 males. The mean�·obtained for the 
pre-test and posttest was compared based on the grade point averages 
obtained by th& students. 
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Table 2. Grade Point Average of Students 
GPA 2.26-2.80 2.81 -3.20 3.21 -4.00 TOTAL 
FEMALE 2 1 2  s· · 1 9  
' 
MALE 1 5  22 1 4  51 
TOTAL 1 7  34 '  1 9  ib 
1 .  If a ·student does well in your class. would it probably be (a) because 
that student had the- natural abil ity to do well. or (b) because of the 
encouragement you offered? 
A total of 1 7  pre-service teachers in  the low GPA group responded 
to this question. In the pre-test, the group obtained a mean of 45% for 
Factor A (because ttie student had the natural ability to do well) and' 55' for 
factor B.  The posttest mean was 32. 1 2  and 67.88%'for factors A and 8 
r-espectively. The positive mean differential of 1 2,88 (from 55.0 to 
6?:88%) in favor of Factor B (R+ factor) is an indicatioh·that the group 
viewed the encouragement offered by the teacher as the underlying factor 
enhancing sludent performance in  the classroom or gymnasium. Prior to 
student teaChing, the High GPA group had a mean score of 48.68% for 
Factor A (R- factor) and 51 .31 % for Factor 8 (R+ factor). During the 
posttest, the mean scores r�versed with 51 .84% in favor of the R- factor 
(because the student had the natural abi lity to do well) while Factor 8 
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dropped to a mean score of 48JQ%. Thovgh_ tjl�_t't'IQ group� of pre­
service teachers chose Factpr B (the :R+ factQr) J�S tl)� ca�se-ot the 
stugent doing_ well in class, those in the Low GPA category had a higher 
mean differential than their counterparts in the other categories. 
2. When your class is having trouble understanding something you have 
taught. is it usually (a)·because you did not explain it. very clearly, or (b) 
because your students are just slow in understanding,:difficult task& and 
concepts? 
The pre-test and posttest results of the Low GPA group for Factor A 
were 72.53 and 62.29% respectively. Factor B obtained 27.47% in the 
pretest atJq_3�.71 % in th� pqsttest. Th,e.High GPA·gro�up had a. mean of 
77.5�% �n th� pr�:J�§�anc;J 65.0% iiJ the posttest fQr F�ctor A The m.eao 
��res for Factor S (becaus�:YP!:Jr �t1JQe.nts .ar� lust slow in understanding 
difficult tasks and concepts) was 22.42 and 35.0% respectively. The low 
scores"for Factqr B seem ta suggest tbat when an entire class has 
difficculty understanding something that·the teachers have taught, tben, the 
fault must not be attributed to the students' slow understanding of 
conceptS: but rather to the teacher:'s inability to explain the concept clearly 
to the students. 
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3. When most of your students do well  on a test. is it more l ikely to be Ca1 
becaose'the test was verv easy. "Or {b) because you let them·know.what 
you expected? 
Those in tbe Low GeA. �tegorj optained mean scores of 76. 1 8  
and 81 .76% Qn FactQr B in the pre-test. The Higb .GP.f.\ ·category of pre­
service teachers obtained· a mean of 70.0 and 65.53% for F:actor B. in· the 
pre-test and posttest respectively. The-decrease i n  the mean of the- High 
GPA group on the R+ factor indicates the belief that when students do well 
on a test, it  tnight not only be because you let them,know what you 
expected but that the test could also haye.been very easy. 
4. When a student in your class can not remember something you said or 
demonstrated just moments before. is it usually: (a) because you did not 
stress the points strong enough. or (b) some students just do not pay 
attention? 
The twcrgroups had similar re��lts in the·pre-test. The Low GPA 
group re.corded. 58.53% for Factor A (the �-fa..ct.Pr). The second group 
obtained a mean of. 55.89% on·R- factor. In the;>re-test, ,the Low GPA 
group maintainep 53.24% as mean on.the R- factor (because you did not 
stress the points.strong enough) and 41 .47% on the R+·factor (Factor B). 
The pre-service teachers who constituted the H igh GPA group obtained a 
mean of 53.42% for Factor B, and .46.5S% for Factor A 
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5. Suppose your cooperating teacher or university supervisor says you are 
doing a fine job. is that likely to happen (a) because you have been 
successful with most of your students. or (b) because your cooperating 
teacher and advisor say that sort of thing ito motivate student teachers? 
I n  the p.re-test, the respon&es. of the pre-service teache[s .. in .the Low 
GPA �tegory indicated that 83, 1.2% of them were in favor of the notion 
that the university supervisor would praise the teacher,because he/she 
has been successful .with most of the'students (the R+ factor). The 
students in the. High GPA group obtained· a mean of 76:47% in the pre­
test. During· the posttest the Low and High GPA groups had means of 
84.29 and 79.95% respectively, in favor of Factor A. The low scor.es 
obtained for Factor 8 suggests thatboth groups did not.consider it a very 
important reason for which the supervisor would praise the teacher. 
6. Suppose you are particularly successful with one class. would it 
probably happen (a) because you helped them overcome their learning 
difficulties. or (b) because these students usually do well in school? 
The Low GPA students had a mean score of 58.53% for the R+ 
factor (b��use you helped them overcome their difficultie.$ in learning) in 
the pre-test. Factor 8 had a mean of 41 .47%. In th� posttest, the same 
group obtained a mean of 57.06% on this factor. The High GPA group 
obtained·a pre-test mean score of-52. 1 6% for the R+ factor and 47.84% 
as the mean for the. alternate factor �R- factor). The same group had a 
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mean of 51 .84 and 48. 1 6% on the R+ and R- factors respectively in the 
posttest. 
7. If �our students learn a skil l  quick!�. is it (a) because yoli'were 
successful in encoura'ging their learning-efforts. or (b) because-your 
students are basically intell igent or 'ski l lful? 
The Low GPA group obtained a pre-test mean of56. 1 8% on the R+ 
factor (Factor A). In-the posttest, the same group had a'riiean'of 66.06 on 
the same factor. The High GPA students obtained a mean df 53.32 that 
increased to 63.95% for Factor A in  the posttest. The increase in mean 
score forlhe two groups indicated that· if students learned a ski l l  quickly, it 
was because the teacher was successful in encouraging their learning 
efforts. 
ThE! group means of 45.53 and 46.32% for Flictot A l ie i nJhe same 
range as lhe mean for the Low GPA students. 'If could'be 'cohcluded that 
the twcl groups placed equal importance on Factor A 
8. If �our. cooperating teabher and supervisor suggest �ou chaFige �our 
class procedures. is it more l ikely {a) because of his or her personal ideas 
about teaching methodology, or (b) ,because �our students n�ve not been 
doing well1 
The teacher would be advised to change- his class pFocedures 
because the students have not been doing well (R- factor). ThiS answer 
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mean of 51 .84 and 48. 1 6% on the R+ and R- factors respectively in the 
posttest. 
7. If your students learn a skil l  quickly. is it (a) because yoli'were 
successful in encoura'ging their learning-efforts. or (b) because-your 
students are basically intell igent or 'ski l lful? 
The Low GPA group obtained a pre-test mean of56. 1 8% on the R+ 
factor (Factor A). In-the posttest, the same group had a'riiean'of 66.06 on 
the same factor. The High GPA students obtained a mean df 53.32 that 
increased to 63.95% for Factor A in  the posttest. The increase in mean 
score forlhe two groups indicated that· if students learned a ski l l  quickly, it 
was because the teacher was successful in encouraging their learning 
efforts. 
ThE! group means of 45.53 and 46.32% for Flictot A l ie i nJhe same 
range as lhe mean for the Low GPA students. 'If could'be 'cohcluded that 
the twcl groups placed equal importance on Factor A 
8. If your-cooperating teabher and supervisor suggest you chaFige your 
class procedures. is it more l ikely (a) because of his or her personal ideas 
about teaching methodology, or (b) ,because your students n�ve not been 
doing well1 
The teacher would be advised to change- his class pFocedures 
because the students have not been doing well (R- factor). ThiS answer 
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was the 9hoice ofbott) the Low and High GPA groups. The Low GPA 
group had a mean of 52.94-and 60.0% respectively in the pre-test and 
posttest. The High GPA group's mean scores for Factor B (R- factor) in 
the pre-test and posttest were 54.47 and 53.68% respectively. The pre­
test mean for Factor A (because of his/her personal ideas about teaching 
methodology) obtained by the Low GPA group was 47.06 %. The pre-test 
mean for the High GPA group was 76.47% (Factor B) while the posttest 
mean was 79.95% for·the R- factor and 20.05% for the R+ factor. 
The scores for the Low GPA students in the pre-test for Factors B 
and A were 83. 1 2  and 1 6.88% respectively. After student teaching this 
group's mean increased by one point (84.29) in favor of F. actor 'S. , ;  
9. When a large percent o� students in your class are doing poorly. does it 
usually happen (a) because they have done poorly before and do not 
really trv hard. or (b) because you have not had the time to give them all 
the help they need? 
Both groups in the pre-test selected Factor B as the factor 
responsible for the poor performance of the students. A pre-test and 
posttest mean scores .of 62.94 and 52.35% were obtained from the 
students in the Low �PA group. In the pre-test, the High GPA group 
(Mean = 54. 1 6%) chose Factor B (R- factor) as the source of the students' 
poor performance. The posttest means of 55.53% in favor of Factor A (R+ 
factor) indicated the change from Factor B to A The pre-service teachers 
so 
in the High GPA.group believed that if any pupil performed poorly in class, 
they might,not have tried as hard as they ought to do. 
1 0. When your students seem to learn something easily. does it usually 
happen (a} because they were already interested ill' it or (b) becau�e you 
have helped them organize the elements of the tasks? 
During the pre-test the Low GPA students selected Factor B (R+ 
factor). �he mean scqre fpr this factor was 56.76%. In the posttest the 
�arne group increased its mean score from 56.76 to 59.41 %. The mean 
for the seco[ld group in the pre-test and po�ttest was 5�.42%, in favor of 
Factor B. Both gcoups agreed that although students have interast in the 
lesson, easy learning resulted from the teacher's abil ity to organize 
learning tasks appropriately for the students 
1 1 . When students in your class forget something that you explained 
before. is it usually (a) beyause most students forget new ski l ls and 
concepts quickly or (b) because you did not get them actively involved in 
learning the ski l l? 
In the pre-test the students in the Low GPA category considered 
forgetfulness in this context not as the main consequence of students 
inability to learn.new ski lls quipkly t?ut rather th� teacher's lack of 
pedagogical skil l  to actively invo,lve the students. in l�aming prOfeSS. This 
group in the pre-test attained a mean of 60.88% for Factor B. In the 
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posttest the group. had a near:.split decisiorr between Factors A and B. The 
mean scores were 50:88% for Factor A (most students forget new skil ls 
and con'cepts) and 49. 1 2% fo{Factor 8' (oecause you did·not get them 
actively involved in teaming· the ski l l ). The High GPJ\. group was more 
'COnsistent with its choice of options as it maintained a score of- 58.08 and 
'56.32% in favor of Factor B (tne R- factor). 
l'J 2. When you find it hard to get a Jesson across' to particular students. is it 
usuatry (a) because you have not-insisted on their teaming in earlier 
lessons. or (by'because they are stow in  understanding and learning? · 
The Ldw GPA students assigned 60.35% in the pre-test to tfte� 
teaCher not insisting on students teaming (R- factor) , and 39.71 % to the 
student being slow at understanding and teaming (R+ factor). In  the 
posttest the mean scores for the teacher�s ·insistenee on teaming in earlier 
lessons..were. 52.35% �Factor A) and 47.65% was .attotted to the students 
stdWness in:understanding and teaming (Factor B). The High GPA 
students at the pre-test= attributed the problem to Factor B (they are slow in 
understarlding). Factor 8 had a mean of 50.63% in the pre-fest and 
55.23% in the posttest. 
1 3. Suppose you pFesent a new ski t l  or idea to your students and· most of 
them rememt5er it. is it' l ikely to be (a) oecause you reviewed aAd re-
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explained the difficult parts. or (b l because thav. were interested in it even 
I 
before you explained? 
The pre-test mean for the Low GPA group was. 62.,S4% io favor of 
the. teacher reviewing and explaining the difficult part� of a skil l  or concept 
as,.a prerequisite for learning (Factor A) while 37.06% was reqorded for 
Factor B, .that is, the students remember a skill or concept because they 
were in interested in it before the teacher explained it to them. In the 
pbsttest, a me�n score -of 64.7 4% was obtained by the Hi9h GPA groue 
for_ Factor ft.. The preferred posttest option for the group was Factor A (R+ 
factor) that had a mean of 58.95%. From the tvvo groups, a new skil l  was 
easy to' remember if the difficult parts were re'liewed and re-.explained by 
the teacher. 
1 4. When your students do poorly on a test. is it (a). because they did not • 9 
really expect to do well. or (b) because you ·did not insist they prepare 
adequately? 
Students would perform poorly on a test if the teacher did not insist 
they prepare well (R- factor). This factor obtained a mean score of 63.82% 
and represented the pre-test choice for the Low GPA group; ln.the 
postte�t. this category of students switched to sefect Factor /!.. (because 
they did pot really expect to do well} as the more favored option (R+ 
factor). The mean for this factor was 53. 1 8%, while R- factor obtained a 
mean of 46.82. The High GPA students recorded 54.21 %  in  the pre-test 
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for Factor B, and 45.'l9% for Factor A During the posttest the High GPA 
students obtained a score of 53.68% (R- factor)�Bnd 46.32% for Factor A 
(R+ factor). Though tl1e results indicated'that the students do poorly on a 
test because they do not expect to do well ,  in the general opinion of the 
researcher subjects, the teacher was to �?ear the blame for not insisting 
that students shoyld prepare adequately f9r a test. 
1 5. When parents commend you on your work as a teacher. is it usual ly 
4 
because {a) you have made a special effort with their child, or (b) their-
child is generally a good student? 
Tbe respons.e "you have made a special effort with their chi ld" (R+ 
factor) recorded a ,mean of 73.37 percent and 75% by the .High GPA · 
category of students in the pre-test. The Low GPA students had .a mean 
of 76.71 and 73.06% in the pre-test and posttest respectively. This fol lows 
a general trend of acceptance that the effort of the teacher is much 
appreciated by parent� when they observe positive learning outcomes of 
their chi ldrer,t 
1 6. If a chi ld doesn't do well in your class. would it be: (a) because he did 
not work very hard. or (b) because you d idn't provide the proper 
motivation for him? 
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The pretest response for· the Low GPA students was 53.88% in 
favor of the fact that the chi ld did not vvork hard (R+ factor). The High GPA 
group had a mean of 60.26% on Factor 8 (R- factor). 
1 7. Suppose you don't have as much success as-usual with a particular 
class. vvould this happ'en tal because· you did not plan as careful ly as 
usual .. or (b) because your students just had less ability than others? 
In  the pre-test the Low GPA students got 60.88 for Factor A ( l ittle 
planning by the teacher). In the posttest, Factor 8 had a mean of 51 .47% 
while Factor A had 48.53%. In both the pre-test and�posttest, the High 
GPA students preferred Factor A (R- factor). 
The mean for this factor was 55.0  arid 50'.26% respectively. The 
low scores tended to "Suggest that the. olher factor (Factor 8)·was of equal 
importance. 
1 8. Jf one of your students says "you're a rotten teacher'\ is 1fprobably 
because: (a} many of yoar students have learning problems. or (b) you 
haven't been able to give that student enough individual attention? 
The score of the Low GPA students in the pre-test was 64.71 %  
indicating that many o{ the students·have learr�ing problems Factor A). 
The High GPA student� assigned 32.89 to the 1each�r for not giving 
enough attention to the student (R+ factor), and 97.1 1 %  for the students 
having learning problems (R- factor). In the posttest, the High GPA 
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students had 70% for the R+'factar {teacher's inability to provide. individual 
attention to the student). 
1 9. Suppose you find that many stuqents are eager to be in your class. 
Do you think this would happen (a) because most students feel you have 
a nice personality. or (b) because you encourage most students to learn 
well? 
In the pr�-test the low GPA students had a mean score of 60.29% 
s,upporting the nqtion that �tudents would be eager to join a class because 
the teacher encouraged them to iearn wel l  R+ fac\or). The alternate 
response (R- factor) had a mean of 39.71 Pi0. In the posttest the same 
group of students obtai�ed a mean of 59.76% for teacher encouragement, 
and 40.24% for teacher personal ity. The High GPA students obtained 
58.95% as the pre-test mean for Factor A. and 41 .05% for Factor B. Their 
posttesi mean for the R• factor (teacher's personality) was 48.68%, and 
61 .32% for the R+ factor (students who would l ike to join a class because 
the teacher encouraged them to Jearn well). 
20. Suppose you are trving to help a student to solve a particular problem 
but she is having difficulty with it. Would it happen because: (a) you may 
not be explaining it at her level. or (b) she·is not used to being helped by 
adults? 
In the H ig_h GPA grc;;>!,.Jp 6e.95% was assig�d to.this factor as a 
pre-test score for Factor A In the posttest the same group had a mean of 
70.47%. The Low GPA respondents obtained 64.41 % and 65.53% for the 
Factor A in the. pre-test and the posttest respectively. 'Both groups,blamed 
the teacher for his/her inabi l ity to explain skil ls and concepts well to the 
understanding of their students 
,21 . When you find it easy to get a lesson across to a class, is it (a) 
because vou could get most of the students to participate in the lesson, or 
(b) because the lesson was an easy one to teach? 
� .  The 1:-ow GPA student� spid this would happen because you could 
get most of the. §tudents to participate in the lesson (Factor A). The mean 
for this response vya$ p6.47 and 33.53% for Factor: B (the lesson being an 
easy one to teach). The posttest result of the same group was 75.59% for 
the R+ factor (class participation) and 24.41 %  for tl:le R- factor (because 
the lesson was easy). In the pre-test the H igh GPA students obtained a 
mean of 55.0% in favor of Factor A and 45.0% tor Factor B. the postt�Sl 
score ·increased·from 55.0 to 68.68% for the R+ factor while the R- factor 
had a meah.of 31 .32%. Class participation is therefore the main criteria to 
look for. when a teacher gets a lesson across to a ·class. 
22. When a student in your class remembers something you talked about 
weeks before, is it usually (a) because some students have the potential 
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to remember things well. or (b) because you made the task in�eresting for 
the student? 
A mean score of 7 5. 59% was obtained by subjects in the Low GPA 
group for Factor B {because the teacher made the task interesting for the 
st�dent). In the posttest the}< had 71 .71 % for the same response. The 
mean for the alternate factor (Factor A) was 24.41 and"29.47� in the pre­
test and posttest respectively. The High GPA students h�d 70.53 and, 
62.37 as their mean scores in the pretest e(ld posttest respe.ctiyety for: R+ 
factor . .  
23. When you are having hard time getting your students interested in a, 
lesson. is it usually (a) because ,you did not have the time to plan the 
presentation well. or (b) because·xour students are generally .. hard to 
motivate? 
In the pre-test the Low GPA students said it was betause the 
teacher did not plan his presentation well (Factor A); but in the posttest 
they attributed the problem ta the students being hard to motivate (Factor 
B). The mean score of the pre-test for Factor A was 58.24%, and 53.53% 
for the posttest. The High GPA category of stud�nts. had 52.37% as the 
mean score for the R+.factor (the students being hard to motivate) .  In the 
posttest, the mean score of the High GP.A group for the R+ factor even 
increased to 62.5%, buttressing !he fact that the teacher had a hard time 
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·getting the· students interested in  the lesson because it was generally-hard 
to motivate'the students to learn. 
24. When your students seem interested in your lessons right from the 
oeginning. is it because: Cal the topic is one which students generally� find 
interesting. or (b) yoU are able to get most of the students involved? 
Tna students' attitude towards your Jessons is a clear manifestation 
that most students find your lessons interesting. Pre-service teachers' 
,tesponse to this statement within the High GPA group showed that 
'50.53% of the respondents agreed'with'Factor'A, while 49.47% think that 
it- is beCause the teacher is aole:fo�et them-involved (R+ factor). 'The Low 
GPA students h1 the posttest obtained a mean of 60.53% on Factor A. 
Mor� of-the respondents (60.53%) in the Low GPA group agreed that 
getting the students involved in the Jesson accounts for their apparent 
�Rtere'st in youflesson. 
25. If you were to diseover most of the students in' vour class doing very 
well. would it be because: (a) their parents were supporting the school's 
effort. or {15) you had-been able to motivate them to work? 
In  the pr.etesl, both Low (74.88%) and High (63. 16%) GPA students 
said that most students iA the' class would' do well as a result of the 
teacher's abil ity to motivate the students (R+ factor). in the po'sttest; the 
Low GPA students recorded 68.71%'while the High GPA group obtained a 
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mean score of 75.53% on this factor. Exposure to student teaching might 
have greatly influenced the. views of both groups as can be seen =from· the 
incrE;lasa in m�an perceotage. 
26. When your students seem to have' difficulty learning something. is it 
usually because: (a) they are not wil l ing to real ly work at it. or (b) you 
weren't able to ·motivate�them to work hard? 
The responses from the pre-service teachers indicated that 75.79% 
of the H igh GPA group agreed that the students· had teaming problems 
because the teacher did not motivate them to work t:lard (R+ factor). Th·e 
Low GPA category of students assigned 62.88 % and 54. 1 2% r'esp�ctively 
in the pre-test and the posttest, apportioning blame to Factor A (the 
teacher for not motivating the students to work hard). 
27. If a parent is critical of you as a teacher. is it l ikely to be because: (a) 
you have difficulty getting that parent's chi ld to do the work you require. or 
(b) that parent's chitd is developmentally not ready to do well in> your 
class? 
In  the pre-test and posttest, the Low GPA group recorded 61 . 1 2% 
and 57.35% respectively for Factor A. The High GPA group had a mean 
score of 70% and 60.63% respectively in the posttest for both factors. 
Both groups agreed that a parent would be critical of a teacher b�cause 
the·teacher has difficulty getting that parent's "chi ld to do thework'required. 
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28. On those days when yoll are depressed about teaching. is it because 
{a} learning is a difficult activity for many of your students. or (b) you just 
weren't able to motivate students to work as hard as they should? 
, 
Both groups selected the Factor 8 (you were not able to motivate 
tbe students to mrk as hard as they should). The Low GPA group had a 
mean of 63.24% while the H igh GPA group obtained a mean of 65.27% in 
the pre-test. In the posttest, the groups still maintained the same 
response with the High GPA·respondents optaining.a mean of 64.3% 
while tl)e Low GPA pre-service teachers had a mean of ?0.88%. In ei�h�r 
case there was a sl ight.drop in score. The decrease in the score could be 
the result of participation in the student te�ching program. 
·Summary of Oat' A{lalysis� 
Ao inductive approach to the presentation �nd anaiY.sis of data was 
applied to provide a more holistic understancjing of the .phenomena under 
investigation. Data obtained from each test item were pr�sented and 
discussed priefly and then, as part of the deductive process, summarized 
and presented so as to present a holistic view of the, entire research focus. 
In the fir:;t instance, data were analyzed for the entire group of 
re�pondents (N=70). Another aspect of the study was to ,examine the 
phenomena in terms of the academic Q.r�de levels obtained: by the student 
teachers. In the latter case, S!Jbjects were grouped into LP"Y �nd H igh 
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GPA levels {GPA between 2.20 - 2.80. and·3.21 and abqve respectively). 
Those with GRA between 2.81 and 3.20 �N=36} were considered the intact 
group. and therefore not subject for discussion. In  both categories of 
analysis, subjects wer..e categorized according to their sex. 
The major factors for analysis 'Here classified as Factor A or B on 
the basis of Whether a response was considered positive {R+ factor) or 
negative (R- factor). 
There was a general trend towards acceptance of the- R+ factors. 
Subjects were convinced, from both the pre-test anc:t posttest results, that 
when students do well ·in elass it would most probably be because of the 
encouragement offered by the· teacher (R+ > 5G% ) .. As ·a consequence, if 
students had trouble understanding something taught in class it would 
most,:>ropat;?ly not be because they are slow in understanding difficult 
tasks and.concepts but because the teacher had fai led to present them 
clearly (R- :? 70% ). The corol lary of this was that if students did well on a 
class test it would most probably be t;lecause the .teacher let them know 
what was expected (R+ > 55% and 60% in the pre-test· and posttest 
respectively) . 
� good demonstration or explanation of concepts arid ski l ls by the 
teacher to the students helped them to remember (R- > 57% in the 
posttest), overcome their learning difficulties (R+ > 54%), and encouraged 
students' learning efforts {R+ > 62%).  What teachers ·have to do is to take 
time to give students all the help they need {R- > 50%), help them to 
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organize the elements of a task so· as to promote Jeaming {R+ > 54%), 
review and re-explain difficult parts-of a ski l l  or concept {R+ > 65%) ana 
insist that they prepare well for class tests (R- > 52%).-These 'were 
considered major responsibil ities of the student teacher in determining the 
lec;trning outcomes of their students. 
The influence .of the cooperating teacher or university supervisor 
over the successful execution of teaching tasks by the·student teacher 
received.a positive rating. Subjects felt that their interaction must tte a sort 
of encouragement to the student teacher. Motivating the student teacher 
through praise (R- < 25%) was not considered a major outcome of such 
interactions. Identifying successful student outcomes (R+ :::.. ('6%) was the 
major motivating factor for most student teachers and should be the focus 
for changing or maintaining class procedures. 
'The active involvement of students in the learning of ski l ls and 
concepts (R+ ::> 54%), providing the-proper motivation for ·students (R+ > 
68% ), P.lanning careful ly for 1essons (R- > 6Q% ), encouraging students to 
learn well (R+ > 60% ) ,  getting most students to participate in  lessons (R+ 
> 64%), making learningiasks interesting. for students (R+ > 70%), and 
g iving them regular feedback on esch learning step- (R+ > 74%) were 
considered some of the essential factors that can promote positive 
learning outcomes. 
In  a few cases, some R- factors were given positive ratings by 
subjects. Some student teachers Y�Sre frustrated when their students 
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could not remember skil ls and concepts taught previously. They felt that 
the students were inattentiye (R.-r� 40%), they did not really make an effort * l 
to try hard (R+ > 43%), they we�e. U(linferes�ed in the lesson (R- > 45%), 
' 
or they were slow in understanding and learning (R+ > 47%). These were 
significant observations that need to be demystified an<;i �liminated since 
they can become a substantial impediment to bath the·te?ch�r and the 
.. 
learner. Student teachers need to accept responsibil ity for the failures of 
their students and resist the temptation tq "pass the buck" wl)en learning 
outcomes are negative. 
In the second category of analysis, some minor and insignificant 
differences were observed between the Low and HiQh GPA groups. The 
general tendency has been for those in the latter category to exude 
confidence in accepting full responsibil ity for their stud�n!s' teaming 
outcomes (R factors ranging between 55 - 79%). Female �tudent teachers 
(Mean = 54.2%) were more confident in accepting their responsibil ity for 
learning outcomes of their students than their male ,counterparts (Mean = 
45.7%). 
The Low GPA group manifested a tend�ncy; towards·�ccepting a lot 
of the R- factors (ranging between 22 - 48%) enumerated above. Although 
these figures declined after the student teaching practicum as a result of 
the real l ife experiences obtained, nonetheless, such factors should be 
deemed significant enough to hamper the development of a teacher's 
pedagogical skil ls. 
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CHAPTER S 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine th& exter.�t to which pre-
service teachers assumed responsibil ity·for the academic successes and 
fai lures of their students in the gymnasium. 
Research on teachers and teacher education has attempted to 
explain the different kinds of perceptions and teacher beha�ors.in the. r 
gymnasium. Some of these studies tiave been conducted-to attempt to 
explain the mechanics of student teaching, the Wa.y student teaching 
vvorks, and why it works the Wa.y it does (Tinning, 1-983),�Unfoctunately, 
very l ittle has been done in th�e perceptions of pre-service teachers 
regarding their perceptions about the responsibi l ities they assume foe the 
academic successes and failures of their students iR tt're gymnasium. Pre-
service teachers' perceptions about their roles toward 1earning are ,crucial 
as the future of the students is hinged on these teachers: 
This chapter has been divided into the fol lowing· SOb-headings: 
Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations. 
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Summary 
The first chapter of this study was mainly concerned with 
introduction of the research. It highlighted the rote of school ing in society, 
and the role of the teacher as a key player in the teaching learning 
process. In addition to presenting the problem, the chapter also discussed 
the need for the study. 
In ch�pter two, a review of related literature was presented under 
these captions: Functions of the teacher, Teacher Behavior and Student 
Achievement,, and Teacher Concerns. Teachers perform a number of 
functions ill the classroom, some of these include maintaining a safe 
environment for learning, developing and presenting tasks, and providing 
feedback. 
Teacher behaviors that were found to·prornote student learning 
included, giving prompt feedback, encouraging students learning, good 
instruction and supervision. The stages of concern (teacher concerns} 
were .classified as self, task, and impact. Teachers general ly focus-on task 
concerns because their primary focus is· student achievement. Pre-service 
teachers focus on task concerns while in-sEUVice and veteran teachers 
concentrate on impact concerns (Conkle, ·1 996). 
Chapter three was devoted to methods and procedures of the 
study. Sub-headings in this chapter were: selection of subjects, selection 
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of instrument, and administration of instrument. The subjects (N = 70} 
were students in the Department of Physical Education of the State 
UniversUy. of New York, Col lege at Brockport. In addition to obtaining a 
grade point average of at least 2.5 to participate in the study, each subject 
was also to have satisfactorily completed all components of the Brockport 
Health-Related F itness Test. A modified version of the Responsibi l ity for 
Student Achievement questionnaire was used. The instrument contained 
thirty alternative weighting items, with each item being fol lowed by either a 
positive or negative student achievement experience. 
The instrument was administered to the students and the 
responses were compared based on gender and grade point average. 
Students with a grade point average of 2.01 to 2.80 constituted the low 
grade point gr..oup; a grade point average of 3.21 and above was fermed 
the high group. 
Analysis of data was treated in chapter four. The·mean and 
standard deviations for the various scores were obtained, and a 
comparison of the means was made. A t-test was conducted to establ ish 
any significant tlifference (p � .05) betweert the pretest and posttest. 
Differences in responsibil ity for academic failures were not significant. 
Students with a high grade point average assumed more self­
responsibi l ity than their counterparts in the low grade point average group. 
A summary of the study, conclusion and recommendations is presented in 
chapter five. 
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Conclusion 
Based uporr the findings of this study, it was concluded that while 
many studies have 'be,en conducted on students' beliefs in their locus of 
control in academic and school-related situations, l ittle attention has been 
paid to assessing similar dimensions on classroom teachers. Guskey 
( 1981 ) expressed a similar opinion when he advocateaior more research 
to be conducted in  attitudinal variables of classroom teachers. 
A sl ight difference in the,responses,was noticed between the 
female and male pre-service teachers. The female respondents (54.26%) 
agreed to be responsible for the learr:1ing outcomes of theiF students. Only 
45.7 4% of the male pre-service teachers accepted responsibil ity for their 
students' outcomes. Several r:esearchers (Bet::lets, 1 995; Kounin, 1 970; 
etc) have discovered that female students scored higher than male 
students in measurers of responsibil ity for ·positive achievement events. 
Self-responsibil ity may be Jinf<ed with the motivational influence of 
teachers' performance in the classroom. A teacher who accepts. 
responsibi l ity for the academic successes and fai lures of his/her students 
might show greater initiative in working with students toward the 
achievement of learning outcomes. Brawdy and Byra ( 1 995) suggest a 
close relationship between belief in  self-responsibi lity and· expectations for 
learning. S ince belief in self-responsibi l ity is closely related to teacher 
expectations, responsible teachers would have high expectations for their 
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students. The study�also revealed that students who had a h igh grade 
point average�3.21 ahd above) assumed.more responsibil ity for the 
academic achievement of their students than did their counterparts in the 
low grade point average group. 
Recommendations 
On the basis of the findings of this study, the fol lowing 
recommendations were made: 
1 .  Educational authorities should design training programs to 
directly enhance teachers' beliefs in self-responsibility for student learning. 
2. An alternative to the above recommendation would be to design 
programs that focus upon ways in which teachers can have a stronger 
influence upon the learning of their_ students and, thereby attain greater 
sense of responsibility. 
3. Pre-service teachers and beginning teachers should be held 
accountable for using best practice throughout their careers, and they 
should demonstrate their knowledge of pedagogy and subject matter prior 
to certification. 
4. Competency in academic subject matter should not be the main 
criterion for teacher certification. Curricular tor training teachers should 
assist teachers to attain various knowledge bases (academic, 
pedagogical , social and cultural). 
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5. Pre-service teachers should be trained to develop the attitudes 
and skills necessary for reflection and problem solving. 
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Student Achievement Questionnaire 
N�=
--------�-----
SEX: M F SS#: _____ _ 
t 
Placement Site(s) -------------- Grade Level(s) ___ _ 
Composition of Classes: __ All Males __ All Females __ Mixed DATE: 
DIRECTIONS 
For each of the following questions, please give a weight or percent to each of the two choices 
according to your preferences. For example: · 
· · 
If most students complete a home assi!Wlllent you make, ,is it usually 
___ _;a. because of their personal motivation, or 
____ b. because you were very clear in making the assignment? 
You may feel that students complete assigtl.ments more because of personal motivation than 
because of your clarity in making the assigtl!llent. In tl)is case, you might answer: 
· '  
85% a. 
15% b. 
Or you may feel quite the opposite. The percentage may vary according to how strongly you feel about 
each alternative. You may see choice (b) almost totallY. responsible for students completing assignments 
and might give it 99%. Choice (a) would then get 1%. THE TOTAL MUST AI., WAYS ADD TO 100%. 
1. If a student does well in your class, would it probably be 
____ a. because that student had the natural ability to do wen: or 
R+ b. because the encouragement you offered? 
2. When your class is having trouble understanding something you'have taught, is it usually 
R· a. because you did nor explain it very clearly, or 
___ b. because your students are just slow in understanding difficult tasks 
an,dlconcepts? 
3.  When most of your students do well on a test, is it more likely to be 
__ ___:a. .because the test was very easy, or 
R+ b. because you let them know what you expected? 




because you didn't stress the points strongly enough, or 
because some students just don't pay attention? 
5 Suppose your cooperating teacher or university supervisor says you are doing a fine job, is 
that likely to happen ,.. 
R+ a. because you have been suro;ssful with most of your students, or 
___ b. because your cooperating teacher and supervisor say that sort of thing 
to motivate student teachers? 
6. Suppose you are particularly successful with one class, would it probably happen 
R+ a. because you helped them overcome their learning difficulties, or 
___ b. because these students usually do welt'in school? 
7. · If your students learn a skill quickly, is it 
R+ a. because you were successful in encouraging their learning_ efforts, or 
___ b. because your students are basically Jntelligent or skillful? 
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8. If your cooperating teacher and supervisor suggest you change some of your class 
procedures, is it more likely 
___ a: because of his/her personal ideas about teaching methodology, or 
R- b. because your students haven't been doing well? 
9. When a large percent ofyour students in your class are doing poorly, does it usually happen 
___ .a. because they have done poorly before"alld don't really try, or 
R- b. �use you haven't had the time to give them all the help they need? 
10. When your students seem to learn something easily, is it usually 
___ a. because they were already interested in it, or 
R+ b. because you have helped them organize the elements of the task? 
1 1 . When students in your class forget something that you explained before, it is usually 
___ .a. because most students forget new skills and concepts quickly, or 
R- b. because you didn't get them actively involved in learning the skill? 
12. When you find it hard to get a lesson across to particular students, it is 
R- a. because you haven't insisted on their I� in earlier lessons, or 
___ b. because they me just slow in understanding and learning? 
13. Suppose you present a new skill or idea to your students and most of them remember it, is it 
likely to be 
R+ ___ .a. 
___ b. 
because you reviewed and re..explained the difficult parts, or 
because they were interested in it even before you explained? 
14. When your students do poorly on a test, is it ·' 
---:a. because they didn't really expect to do well, or R- b. because you didn't insist that they prepare adequately? 
15. When parents commend you on yo\lf work as a student teacher, is it usually 
R+ a. because you haw made a special effort,with their child, or 
___ b. because their child is generally a good student? 
16. If a child doesn't do well in your class, would it probably be 
___ a. because he. did not work very hard, or 
R- b. because you didn't provide the proper motivation for her? 
17 Suppose you don't have as mqch success as 1lSmll with a particular class, would this happen 
R- . a. because you didn't plan as carefully as usual, or 
___ b. because these students just brut less ability1han others? 
18. If one of your students say, "Ya know, you're a pretty good teacher," is it probably 
R+ a. because you make learning interesting for that student, or 
___ b. because students generally try to get on ·a teacher's good side? 
19. Suppose you find that many students are eager to be in your class. Do you think this would 
happen 
___ a . .  
R+ ___ b. 
�use most students feel you have a nice perso�lity, or 
because you encourage most of your students to learn well? 
20. Suppose you are trying to help a student solve a particular problem but she is having great 
difficulty with it, would that happen 
R- a. because you may not be explaining and/or demonstrating it her level, or 
___ b.. because he is not used to being helped by adults? 
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21.  When you find it easy to get a lesson across to a class, is it 
R + a. because you could get most students to participate in the lesson, or 
___ b. because the lesson was an easy one to teach? 





because some students have that potential to remember things well, or 
because you made the task interesting for that student? 
23. If you are working with a student who can't remember a skill or concept and he suddenly gets 
it, is that likely to happen 
R+ a. because you. gave him regular feedback on each learning step, or 
___ b.. because he usually works on something until he gets it? 
24. When you are having a hard time getting your students interested in the lesson, is it usually 
R- a. because you didn't have the time to plan the presentation well, or 
___ b. because your students are generally hard to motivate? 
25. If one of your students say, "You're a rotten teacher!" is it probably 
___ a. because many of your students have learillng problems, or 
R- b. because you haven't been able to give that student enough individual 
attention? 
26. When your students seem interested in your lessons right from the beginning, is it 
___ a. because the task/activity or topic is one which students generally find 
interesting, or 
R+ b. because you wet¥ able to get most of the students involved? 
27. If you were to discover most of the students in your class doing vexy well, would it probably 
be 
___ .a. 
R+ ___ b. 
because their parents were supporting the school's efforts, or 
because you had been able to motivate them to work hard? 
28. When your students seem to have difficulty learning something, is it usually 
___ a. because you are not willing to really work at it, or 
R- b. because you weren't able to make it interesting for them? 
29. If a parent is critical of you as a teacher, is it likely to be 
R- a. �use you have difficulty getting that parent's child to do the work 
you require, or 
___ b. because that parent's child is developmentally not ready to do well in 
your class? 
30. On those days when you are depressed about teaching, is it 
___ a.. because learning is a difficult activity for many of your students, or 
R- b. because you just weren't able to motivate students to work as hard as 
They should? 
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